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Forming Aromatic Hemispheres on Transition-Metal Surfaces**
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This study details a new method to create materials by
integrating polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons into reactive
transition-metal surfaces. We describe the interaction of
hexabenzocoronene (1, HBC, Figure 1 a)[1] with a clean
ruthenium surface. Interest in 1 and its interaction with
transition-metal surfaces is driven by its relationship to the
end cap of a carbon nanotube, to polynuclear aromatic
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hydrocarbons,[2–8] and to reactor carbonization.[9] Even though
1 is a large and multifunctional molecule, its high symmetry
(there are only five types of C atom) simplifies the interpretation of the fundamental surface-molecule chemistry.
Ruthenium provides a catalytically active metal that is
capable of p bonding to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
and is known to be active in many processes such as Fischer–
Tropsch[10] and olefin metathesis.[11]
Our experimental approach utilizes a combination of
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),[12–14] reflectance
absorbance infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS), and temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)[15] to study the surface
chemistry of 1. Before depositing 1, we cleaned the (0001)
face of a Ru crystal by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering,
annealing in oxygen at around 940 8C, and then annealing at
1100 8C. STM images of the crystal prior to chemisorption
show large flat terraces (ca. 100 nm wide) in which the
individual atoms could be resolved. One of these images is
shown in Figure S1 A in the Supporting Information. There
are a few larger bright features that apparently resulted from
underlying damage to the Ru crystal by sputtering and
annealing (Figure S1 B). Despite these sparse defects, the
arrangement of surface atoms is essentially unaffected. These
features had no measurable effect on the surface chemistry or
spectroscopy described below. Furthermore, the low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) pattern at 59 eV showed a
hexagonally close-packed 1 ! 1 arrangement, as expected for
the (0001) surface. No significant amount of surface oxygen
atoms was detected by Auger spectroscopy. It is difficult to
quantify by Auger electron spectroscopy how much carbon is
on the surface, but the amount must be relatively low in view
of the high quality of the STM image (Figure S1). Moreover,
minor impurities on the surface will not affect the experiments because the surfaces are covered with substantially less
than a monolayer of 1.
Figure 1 shows the STM measurements of 1 on the Ru
single crystal at a base pressure of 3 ! 10!10 Torr and at room
temperature.[16, 17] The features on the surface are hexagonally
shaped. We measured the width of these features from the full
width at half maximum in the topographic images to counteract tip effects, which tend to inflate the lateral size of
molecules on the surface of metals. The diameter of 1
measured in Figure 1 d (1.5 " 0.1 nm) is slightly larger than
the diameter of 1 (ca. 1.4 nm) measured from its crystal
structure. The important conclusion is that 1 bonds “face-on”
to the Ru(0001) surface.
We observed no mobility of the molecules on the surface
of ruthenium over duration of the experiment (typically
several hours). By contrast, we observed high mobility of
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Figure 1. a) Structure of HBC (1). b) STM topograph of HBC on Ru (80 ! 80 nm2) recorded at + 1.9 V, 0.1 nA, and room temperature. c) Constantcurrent STM image (26.5 ! 26.5 nm2) of HBC molecules obtained at !0.7 V and 0.1 nA. The yellow oval surrounds the three different types of
molecular morphologies observed. d) Line profile along the green arrow in (c) showing the width of the molecule (1.5 " 0.1 nm), the diameter of
the brightest spot in the molecular image (0.5 " 0.1 nm), and the height difference between the brightest spot and the molecular plane
(0.52 " 0.08 "). e) 3D STM image (3 ! 3 ! 0.13 nm3) for one of the hexagonal features in the oval in (c).

these molecules on the surface of graphite.[17] The electronic
structure of 1 dictates that the central six-membered ring has
double bonds radiating out from the molecular center as in
the resonance structure shown in Figure 1 a.[18] These type of
diene-like fragments are known to bind to transition
metals.[19] We propose that the ruthenium is bound strongly
to the HBC through these diene functions, and this binding is
further strengthened by interaction between the remainder of
the p system and the metal surface. Density functional theory
(DFT) simulations[20] (see the Supporting Information for
theoretical methods) support that the strongest initial binding
between ruthenium metal and the HBC occurs at the dienelike portion of the molecule. We used the complex [Ru(PH3)3]
as a computationally tractable source of low-valent ruthenium
and determined its optimized, lowest energy complex with the
1 (Figure 2 a,b); the metal atom is situated under the diene
section of the HBC. This isolated ruthenium atom is not used
to approximate the surface but rather to show where lowvalent ruthenium would bond most strongly. On the surface,
the molecule will enjoy multiple contacts.
The yellow oval in Figure 1 c highlights three different
molecular topographies for 1 on the surface of ruthenium.
One has a prominent bright feature, decidedly off-center
within each of the molecules in the STM micrographs of 1 on
the surface of ruthenium. Another one has essentially uniform electron density across the molecule. The third type of
topography has two of these bright features. These bright
spots are constant in size (ca. 0.5 nm in diameter) over many
different molecules. The majority (80 %) of the molecules on
the surface have only one of these bright features. Figure 1 d
shows a line profile across one of these features (along the
green arrow in Figure 1 c). A three-dimensional view of the
STM image of one molecule (with only one bright feature)
reveals a camelback shape (Figure 1 e). These bright features
in the STM images could result from flattening of portions of
the molecule on the surface, adatoms, hydrogen vacancies, or
a partial dehydrogenation on the metal surface. Regardless of
the origin of these features and in view of the low mobility of
the molecules on the surface, we conclude that the molecules
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Figure 2. a,b) Two views of the lowest-energy geometry for [HBC–
Ru(PH3)3] as determined by DFT simulations (blue Ru, red P). For
clarity, the hydrogen atoms are not shown. The angles are those
between the planes of the central and outer six-membered rings.

are bound very strongly[1] to the substrate and that the carbon
framework of 1 is essentially intact.
In view of the bonding of the HBC to the surface, the
catalytic reactivity of ruthenium towards hydrogenation,
dehydrogenation, and hydrogen-transfer reactions could be
exploited.[22] The reaction on the surface could proceed
through the oxidative addition to neighboring aryl C!H
bonds,[10, 23] removal of two H atoms (either as H2 or as metal
hydrides), and the formation of a C!C bond to give a fivemembered ring. For 4-helicene, this process is known to occur
for heterogeneous, transition-metal catalysts.[24] Moreover,
Weiss et al.[23] observed the dehydrogenation of hexaphenylbenzene to a planar aromatic hydrocarbon on the Cu(111)
surface.
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The fate of HBC adsorbed on Ru(0001) was studied by
TPD. HBC was adsorbed at room temperature, and then the
sample was heated to 1200 K at a constant heating rate of
1 K s!1. Figure 3 a shows the desorption of H2 to give TPD

scattering (SERS) spectra of nitro polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon complexes[33] display bands in the 1300–1000-cm!1
region. These bands are assigned to C!H in-plane deformation modes (d(CH)) and C!C stretching motions coupled
with the ring C-C-H bending modes. Over this
temperature range, the intensity of the RAIRS
bands change considerably; the intensity of the
n(C!C) band (1284 cm!1) increases (Figure 3 b,
inset). The metal-surface selection rule[35] varies
as cos2 q (q = angle between the surface normal
and the transition dipole). Hence, growth of the
band at 1284 cm!1 with increasing temperature
indicates that the C!C bonds bend further away
from the surface with increasing temperature. The
infrared data are in good agreement with the
STM results (see below) showing an increase in
the apparent height of the adsorbate (ca. 0.1 to ca.
0.2 nm) upon heating. In general, this behavior is
what is expected for dehydrogenation of an
aromatic ring on ruthenium to produce an upright
aromatic ring.
Figure 4 a,b shows STM images (recorded at
room temperature) of the HBC/Ru surface after
it had been heated to around 873 K for
15 minutes. Neither the STM images nor the IR
spectra change further up to 1200 K (see FigFigure 3. Thermal behavior of 1–Ru. a) Thermal desorption spectra of H2 from
ure S5 in the Supporting Information), indicating
adsorbed HBC on clean Ru(0001) (top) and of clean Ru (0001) without HBC (botthat the product is stable and remains intact. The
tom). b) Reflectance infrared (RAIRS) spectra recorded at 100 K following annealing
large circular bright features, subsurface damage
of HBC exposed Ru(0001) to the indicated temperatures; inset: integrated band
!1
during sample preparation, are present in the
(1284 cm ) intensity as function of heating temperature. I = integrated intensity.
pristine Ru surface before dosing with molecules.
Eighty percent of the molecules on the surface are
isolated and monomeric. For these structures, the
thermal process gives a single dominant product that is quite
peaks at around 380 and 414 K, as well as a broad peak from
symmetrical: approximately 90 % of the monomer STM
475 to 700 K. The dehydrogenation of HBC occurs over a
topographs are geometrically identical and essentially circularge temperature range, which is consistent with a number of
lar. Given that these features are consistently the same size
previous studies of adsorption and dissociation of unsaturated
and shape, it seems unlikely that these features are agglomhydrocarbons on Ru surfaces. It is particularly important to
erates of multiple atoms or simply nonuniform clusters of
consider data reported by Jakob and Menzel, as well as
carbon. The structures on the surface of ruthenium are
Koschel et al. for the interaction of benzene with Ruphysically coupled very strongly, as they do not show any
(0001).[25–27] They observe a stepwise dehydrogenation that
surface mobility when they are scanned repeatedly by STM.
begins at 400 K and continues to 750 K. Moreover, similar
The apparent diameter of the isolated molecules
reactions and desorption peaks are seen with C2H2,[28] C2H4,[29]
decreased (relative to 1) to 1.1 " 0.2 nm (Figure 4 c). The
and C6H6[25, 26] on Ru surfaces (T = 540, 605–622, 678 K for
off-center bright spots in the initial, unheated sample are
desorbing hydrogen). However, TPD studies for H2 alone on
absent, and the bright features are centered on the molecule
the Ru surface show desorption peaks at 320 and 380 K.[30, 31]
but diffuse. Comparison of 3D STM images (Figure 1 d and
This result indicates that 1 could partially dehydrogenate at
Figure 4 d) shows a clear change. In addition, a comparison of
around 380 K, thereby providing the high adsorption stability
the current–voltage curves (Figure S4 in the Supporting
of HBC.
Information) taken over the HBC features reveals a signifiInfrared reflectance spectra (Figure 3 b) of a HBC monocant increase in conductivity after reaction. As a point of
layer adsorbed on Ru(0001) at room temperature display
emphasis, whereas the IR data in Figure 3 show that the
bands at 1098, 1151, and 1225 cm!1, which can be attributed to
aromatic ring is more upright, the structure in the STM image
mixed C!H bending and C!C stretching modes of a
is symmetric. The implication is that all of the edge carbon
polycyclic hydrocarbon.[32, 33] When the sample is heated to
atoms in this model would be bonded similarly and more
600 K and above, a strong band at 1284 cm!1 and a weaker
upright, but not fully upright.
band at 1181 cm!1 develop. Both bands are close to the values
We do not have an unequivocal structure of the molecule
for C!C stretching modes of benzene and vinylidene on
after heating. We examined the structures and energetics of
Ru(0001), respectively.[25, 34] Furthermore, both the IR spectra
the molecular species that result from the cyclodehydrogeof benzo[a]pyrenes[32] and the surface-enhanced Raman
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 7891 –7895
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Figure 4. a) STM topographic image (150 ! 150 nm2) obtained at
+ 1.7 V, 0.3 nA, and room temperature after annealing HBC on the
ruthenium surface at 600 8C. b) Expanded image of the area indicated
by the yellow box in (a). c) Line profile along the green arrow in (b)
passing through a molecular feature with a diameter of 1.1 " 0.2 nm.
d) 3D STM image (4 ! 4 nm2) for annealed product showing a bowlshaped, rim-down surface species. e) Models for two stages in the
hypothesized evolution during annealing: a nearly flat isomer with
three five-membered rings (2) and a completely dehydrogenated HBC
(3).

nation of molecule 1 through DFT calculations.[20] There are
12 possible structures. In these reactions, one such dehydrogenative cyclization gives only one possible isomer, two
cyclizations gives three possible isomers, three cyclizations
gives three isomers, four cyclizations gives three isomers, five
cyclizations gives one isomer, and six cyclizations gives one
isomer (structural and thermochemical results are included in
the Supporting Information). The incorporation of these
smaller-sized rings changes the shape of the HBC considerably. Two of these structures are shown in Figure 4. One of
them (2) is essentially flat. Further ring formation to yield six
five-membered rings creates a hemispherical chemical struc-
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ture (3). The first three ring closures (to form 2) are
isoenergetic (+ 23 kcal mol!1). Upon the formation of the
fourth five-membered ring, the structure begins to buckle,
which provides significant ring strain and makes this ring
formation the most energetically unfavored. After this, the
fifth and sixth ring closures require less energy than the
fourth. These reactions also are calculated to be endothermic,
but the associated surface-mediated reactions are certainly
plausible in view of the high reaction temperature and
inasmuch as the H2 assumed in our model calculations is a
high-energy by-product. (For example, the dissociative
adsorption of H2 to the metal surface could provide sufficient
energy to promote each of the dehydrogenative cyclizations.)
Of the 12 structures examined by DFT above, we consider
only 2 and 3 as possibilities for the reaction product as they
are the only symmetric structures consistent with the images
in Figure 4. At higher bias voltages, the features do not
change substantially (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Under either tunneling-in or tunneling-out conditions,
the bright spot remains in the center of the structure. This
result indicates that both the occupied and the unoccupied
frontier orbitals must be symmetrical and have substantial
amplitude at the center of the molecule. The frontier orbitals
of 3 are shown in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information.
The strong physical coupling of these species with the surface
provides a strong electronic coupling and should substantially
broaden these energy levels. This point is magnified by the
propensity of Ru to form multiple bonds with carbon,
providing strong electronic coupling with the surface.[10, 11]
Of the computed structures, only the frontier orbitals of 2
or 3 satisfy the requirement of being symmetrical. However,
the size of the adsorbate is more consistent with a rim-down
bowl-shaped adsorbate rather than the flat structure 2
(Figure 4 e). Although the diameter of the product is smaller
than that of the unheated adsorbate (1.1 " 0.2 nm vs. 1.5 "
0.1 nm), the height is greater (0.2 " 0.02 vs. 0.10 " 0.02 nm). If
2 had formed, the diameter should increase and the height
should decrease. A species such as 3 with its higher profile
structure agrees well with the IR measurements, which show
an increase in intensity upon dehydrogenation. The C!C ring
stretches of 2 should be extremely weak.
The structure of the hydrocarbon 3 (C48H12) and the
energetics of its formation from 1 suggest to us that the
ultimate product we observe is the fully dehydrogenated
hemispherical adduct C48. This adduct would be very strongly
bound to the Ru surface by at least 12 Ru!C s bonds, and
therefore the electronic coupling between the metal and the
organic moiety would be substantial.
We have presented a method for joining polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons to transition-metal surfaces. Compound 1 binds to the surface of the ruthenium crystal. When
the HBC–surface complex is heated, hydrogen is evolved. We
suggest that the product species is a bowl-shaped molecular
fragment that is strongly bound, rim down, to the metal
surface. This structure is significant because it represents a
new type of seed that has the capacity to grow a single-walled
carbon nanotube of specific diameter and chirality by
addition of carbon atoms to this transition-metal-bound
fragment. Furthermore, the behavior of HBC on Ru high-
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lights the importance of metal atoms as potential catalysts in
soot-forming combustion reactions.[36, 37]
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